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Rai Click was Italy’s first Video-on-Demand (VoD) television service.  It was launched
in 2000 by a partnership between the Italian state broadcaster Rai (60%) and FastWeb
(40%), the country’s first “Triple Play” telecom operator.

So far, Rai Click is the only Italian channel that can also be accessed via the Web; is
the only Rai television channel with a subscription fee and direct client base, and is
the first Italian television channel to develop editorial and commercial formats that
exploit the interactive capabilities of broadband.

Rai Click’s goal was to build up a channel
offering information and entertainment in VoD
mode, delivered both on a FTTH (Fibre to the
Home) platform and via broadband Internet.

The website can be accessed by all customers
with broadband Internet access, whereas the
Rai Click VoD service is currently available only
to FastWeb customers equipped with a set-top
box who take out a subscription to Rai Click’s
offers (see Fig’s 1 and 2).

Today, Rai Click is one of the Rai’s four New
Media brands, together with Rai Sat (satellite),
Rai Digit (Digital Terrestrial Television) and Rai Net (Internet).

The wealth of material in the Rai archives and the innovative FastWeb platform allow Rai Click’s
subscribers to choose what they want to see, when they want, and free from scheduling constraints.
In other words, each Rai Click user has their own personal television service.

The partnership with FastWeb was a landmark decision for the Rai, marking the first time the state
broadcaster had teamed up with a private operator 1.

The Rai had several reasons for deciding to enter this new business:
it wanted to test an area that research had shown would become a new business opportunity –
interactive and broadband television;
the partnership enabled the state broadcaster to implement a new digital workflow – rights vali-
dation, digitalization, delivery of metadata and digitalized video – that could be employed not
only for VoD but also, for example, for digital terrestrial TV;

1. Rai also has a partnership with RCS Media group, but the RCS share in Rai Sat is only 1%.

Rai Click —  “I want my own TV”

Figure 1
Rai Click’s Web Home Page
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the partnership was an opportunity to analyse a new type of customer, who makes limited use
of television, uses PCs and other multimedia devices, has a high standard of living and is well
educated;
Rai Click was the Rai’s first pay-TV channel.

So far, Rai Click has achieved a number of important results:

a) Use on Demand
Rai Click is the only Rai channel to leverage the Rai’s huge programme archives.

b) Convergence
Rai Click is the first and currently the only Italian channel that can also be accessed via the
Web.

c) Client base
Rai Click is the only Rai television channel with a subscription fee and direct client base.

d) Interactivity
Rai Click is the first Italian television channel to develop editorial and commercial formats that
exploit the interactive capabilities of broadband.

Figure 2
The Home Pages of the four channels of Rai Click TV
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The broadcasting value chain
The Rai Click broadcasting value chain implements the following organizational model (see Fig. 3):

Content creation
Content is sourced from the Rai channels, with programmes from the Rai archives and current
broadcasting schedules, plus some in-house productions and trial content.

Packaging and programme scheduling
Rai Click is responsible for content development (video, graphics and text) and for content
organization in interactive form, with editorial contributions from Rai Net; for the asset manage-
ment system, which provides automated storage and management of video content; for the
content management system, which publishes video content on the various platforms; and for
management of the commercial offer (pricing, promotions, communication and content relation
management).

Distribution
Rai Click is distributed by FastWeb, which provides the front and back-end platforms and archi-
tectures.

At a technological level, Rai Click maintains control only of the content management and delivery
systems.  The programmes are digitalized directly by the Rai into MPEG-2 @ 4 Mbit/s, MPEG-1 @
2 Mbit/s and Windows Media 9 formats, or encoded in real time for the satellite, then re-edited.

All content metadata is processed and stored on the content management system.  The content mix
is created by the editorial team for publication on multiple channels (VoD, Web) and, in the future, on
other media or by other operators.

Today, Rai Click uses the FastWeb distribution network and is one of FastWeb TV’s two VoD chan-
nels, together with OnTV 2.
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Figure 3
Rai Click’s broadcasting value chain
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The FastWeb network deploys an optical fibre infrastructure for file reception and transmission at 10
Mbit/s.  For subscribers without fibre access, FastWeb offers ADSL connectivity, with a down speed
of 6 Mbit/s and an up speed of 0.516 Mbit/s 3.

In other words, the FastWeb network provides high-quality video transmission at a constant bit-rate
and with a constantly available return channel.

The network is a closed structure (ADSL access is implemented on the same infrastructure; only
twisted pair is provided by Telecom Italia); this prevents piracy and safeguards content property
rights.

In addition to the distribution network, Rai Click uses the FastWeb storage and delivery system,
subscriber validation and management system, billing system, customer care system and data
warehouse.

Programmes
Rai Click offers 3,500 video-on-demand programmes on television and 1,500 programmes on the
Web.

Its editorial offer keeps in mind that digital convergence and bandwidth improvements have revolu-
tionized the use of digital media.

Viewers’ needs are always more important than TV programme scheduling.

The new interactive and multimedia environment is forcing operators to develop new languages and
innovative formats that are quite unlike anything that has gone before.

The use of television today has shifted away from the linear model towards a network model.
Consequently, operators must allow users to choose and interact.  Today’s customer is not just a
viewer ... he/she has become a key player in the delivery process.

Moreover, VoD is not only a new type of supply mode, it is potentially a new way of watching televi-
sion; it is not just a video service that people watch in their free time, it introduces a whole new
approach to television.

The challenge for the editorial staff is to combine the push modality of traditional television broad-
casting with the pull modality that is typical of the Internet and information technology.  User prefer-
ences and behaviour must always be the priority when deciding how to organize and present video
programmes.

Content is organized according to two main criteria:

on an archive basis, enabling the customer to retrieve specific programmes or programmes he/
she missed the previous day;

on an editorial basis, where the editorial staff offers viewing suggestions.

Many changes have been made to the service since 2000, as Rai Click tested the best way to opti-
mize the Rai archives and identified the easiest solution for users to locate programmes.

For many years Rai Click adopted the same channel organization on both its TV and Web platforms.
In June 2005 two different formats were introduced.

2. In addition to its two VoD channels, FastWeb TV offers eight national channels, theme channels and in-
ternational channels, the Sky channels, and games.  FastWeb TV also provides a TV-based PVR service
and e-mail service.

3. At the end of 2004, the FastWeb network was available to three million households; access will be avail-
able to 10 million households by the end of 2006; that is, approximately 45% of the Italian population and
approximately 60% of telecom spending.
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Programmes are now divided into four channels for Rai Click TV and eight channels for the Web.
The new model meets the need to give greater emphasis to the FastWeb Electronic Programme
Guide (EPG) and to support the different ways that customers use TV and the Web.

The TV channels are:

Rai Click Cinema – offering old movies as part of the subscription fee and new movies on a
pay per view basis;

Rai Click Fiction – with TV movies, soap operas, etc.;

Rai Click Junior – with cartoons, children’s movies, educational programmes;

Rai Click Variety – with six subsections: Shows, News, Sport, History, Travel, Science and
Arts.

The Web channels are: Fiction, Children, Shows, News, Sport, History, Travel, Science and Arts.

Rai Click programmes have three different sources:

1) programmes from the Rai archives;

2) programmes from current broadcasting schedules;

3) movies supplied by Rai Cinema.

The Rai archives are a real gold-mine for digital television.  They are the second-largest TV library in
Europe in terms of hours of video stored (the BBC archives are the largest) and the first in terms of
digital cataloguing.  An added advantage is the far-sighted rights acquisition policy adopted by the
Rai, which buys rights without time and territorial limitations.

Today, ownership of most of the rights necessary for VoD, combined with efficient retrieval of the
original tapes, provides Rai Click with thousands of high-quality content titles.

Rai Click offers the best programmes produced by Italian television since the Rai began regular
broadcasting in 1954.  Users can watch programmes that made not only the history of Italian televi-
sion, but the history of Italy: variety shows, plays, TV serials, surveys and magazines, children’s
educational programmes and cartoons.

The offer is completed with content from the Rai’s normal programme schedules.  These
programmes are supplied in VoD mode, just one hour after broadcasting, subject to a rights check.
Customers can watch the news programmes from the three Rai channels, as well as magazines,
shows and soap opera episodes.

While the Rai programmes have great appeal, in April the Rai Click offer was enhanced through an
agreement with Rai Cinema and 01 Distribution (the Rai movies distributor) to publish the best
Italian movies produced by Rai Cinema.

Success factors

Thanks to the experience acquired since 2000 in designing its own TV offer, Rai Click is now in a
position to identify the distinguishing features and success factors for an on-demand programme
schedule that can be accessed via a TV or a PC.

Breadth of the TV offer

The focus has shifted from the highlights of the television season to a wide-ranging offer that suits
the tastes of the entire family.
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Offer targeting

The breadth of the offer presents the VoD editor with a second and even more important challenge:
to devise an original offer model that enables each user segment to identify specific themes and
locate material quickly and easily.

Interactivity

Interactivity places the viewer at the heart of a new form of television, at two levels:Choice – the
viewer builds a personal schedule by deciding what type of programmes he/she wants to see;

Participation – the viewer takes an active part in the realization of new formats, becoming a
key element of television.

From Auditel to tracking

Under the Auditel audience rating system, the top network is the one that attracts the largest audi-
ence share of key programmes.  The success indicator for VoD programming is exactly the oppo-
site: the distribution of the share across the entire content library rather than over a limited number of
titles indicates that the editor has been successful in organizing a varied schedule for all members of
the family.

Interactive programmes
Rai Click’s mission has always been to act as an experimental interactive TV lab for the Rai, in two
ways.

First, it implements interactivity as the fundamental element of VoD, using technology to offer
viewers the greatest possible freedom of choice in respect of a huge library of content that is avail-
able without any time or schedule restrictions.  The experimental “interactive mini-schedules” come
under this category.

Cult was introduced in 2003 from an idea by Gianluca Nicoletti, to take a new look at some of the
“cult” programmes of television history.  Each week, a five-minute mini-video presented a specific
theme with ironic comments from the presenter, and provided links to the programmes mentioned,
which viewers could then watch in full.  In this way, the viewer chose the programmes he/she was
most interested in and, together with the author, created a “personal viewing plan”.

In 2004, on the Rai’s 50th anniversary, Rai Click launched the new 50 Anni Rai format.  The concept
is identical to Cult, but the subject matter is different.  The new version provides a retrospective of
the Rai, with each weekly episode focusing on a famous person or milestone event in the history of
Italian television (the first Rai TV news programme, the first colour broadcast, etc.).

The second type of interactive development aims at direct involvement of the viewer at home, as
part of the move toward new formats that combine the potential of technology with the user’s ability
and desire to interact with TV.

Examples of this second type of offer include the first interactive Sanremo song festival.  In 2003,
with on-demand re-transmission of the Sanremo festival, Rai Click launched Italy’s first experimental
interactive format, based on a voting mechanism.  An entire section dedicated to the most important
event in the Italian TV year enabled Rai Click viewers not only to view each evening of the festival
on an on-demand basis, but also to retrieve video profiles of the two actresses who were presenting
the event, Claudia Gerini and Serena Autieri, and use the remote control to vote for their favourite.
Each day the interactive section was enhanced with video sponsorships: interviews with VIPs
standing as sponsors for one or other of the two actresses.  Viewers’ votes were processed immedi-
ately so that the survey results could be updated in real time.
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This was Italian television’s first TV voting trial: similar initiatives have been launched this year,
following the introduction of the Rai’s experimental DTT service.  The application potential for direct
TV voting is huge: TV programmes, current affairs, competitions, political surveys, etc.

The Sanremo trial focused on ease of interaction and the high level of interest that an event like the
song festival attracts.  Together, these two factors made the format a huge success: more than 70%
of viewers voted at least once.

The Sanremo festival was followed by T-cam.  This completely new format is an exclusive Rai Click
brand using a complex video-telephony technology.  Rai Click’s editorial director and programme
author is the presenter of what at first glance appears to be a typical talk show; the innovation lies in
the fact that viewers are connected via a video-telephone link, and that the interviewees are not
famous people nor are they using a script, but are Rai Click viewers who call in for a chat with the
host.  The name of the format, T-cam, was taken
from the name of the FastWeb device supplied
to users to make video calls, the tv-cam.

An obvious choice for an interactive trial was the
classic quiz show.  Last year Rai Click launched
a brand new TV quiz called 180 secondi (see
Fig. 4).  The game is simple: the player has 180
seconds to answer five questions on a theme
relating to Italian TV personalities.  The innova-
tion here is that there is no television studio or
presenter, just the viewer at home using the
remote control to play.  The game begins with a
video containing an overlay of the questions
which the viewer must answer as quickly as
possible.  At the end of the video, the player who
answers all the questions correctly qualifies for
inclusion in the general scoreboard of all
Rai Click players.  The top players on the score-
board qualify for weekly prizes and a top holiday prize.

180 secondi has attracted a huge following: since its launch, more than 30% of Rai Click viewers
have played, and of these players approximately 20% return each week.

The success factors of 180 secondi are: easy interaction with just a few clicks on the remote control,
the prizes and, above all, the appeal of the content.  It is interesting to see how the number of
players varies significantly from one week to the next as the quiz theme or the TV personality
changes.

The tests with the new Rai Click interactive formats indicate that, through the enhancement and
restyling of familiar themes (e.g., the Sanremo festival) and/or mechanisms (e.g., talk shows or
quizzes), any type of viewer can be motivated to use new technology and take a direct part.  Content
appeal and easy access extend participation to target groups that are usually uninterested in
advanced technology and interactivity: e.g., play stations and video games.

Current developments focus on interactive formats for children: these leverage younger viewers’
skills in handling the remote control to create a personalized world of television and content.

Advertising
Rai Click currently adopts three advertising formats: traditional commercial breaks, banners and
interactive commercials.

The traditional commercial break is published at the top of the content, to optimize campaign visi-
bility and effectiveness compared with campaigns on broadcast networks.

Figure 4
Rai Click’s new quizz called “180 secondi”
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The viewer’s willingness to watch advertising
content on VoD is much greater than for normal
commercials on broadcast networks, where
advertising breaks generally coincide with a
drop in audience attention.  VoD advertising is
less invasive because it does not interrupt the
content, and also more effective since it
captures the attention of the user who has
chosen a specific programme.

The advertising banner is a graphical insert
on the channel pages, which can be clicked
with the remote control to access the page
providing product details.

The interactive commercial begins before the
content, but provides a graphical overlay
banner which may be clicked as the viewer
watches content or the commercial itself for
access to the Dedicated Advertiser Location
(DAL).  Viewing of the commercial and the
content is interrupted to enable the client to obtain further information from the advertiser’s own
branded section.

The advertiser may use the DAL for any type of marketing communication, including direct sales of
products and services.  In 2003 Rai Click launched Italy’s first T-commerce trial with La Perla, the
high-fashion lingerie house.  The La Perla DAL (see Fig. 5) is accessible via the Shopping section (a
dedicated marketing communication channel), and via banners and interactive commercials.  The
user can view the product video profiles, together with related content offering further information
(backstage at fashion shows and photo shoots), and may purchase products simply by using the
remote control.

Interactive advertising is a revolutionary format that overcomes the time and space barriers of peak-
time viewing.

Traditional commercials have to condense their message into a few seconds.  Interactive commer-
cials use other communication channels to amplify their message and provide viewers with greater
information about products and services.  Programme time can also be stopped.  In VoD, all content,
including advertising content, can be stopped, put on hold, and used in the same way as a DVD or
video tape.  Moreover, further advertising information can be retrieved during the programme, or
later, without taking time away from programme viewing or vice versa.

The subdivision of VoD library editorial content into major themes implies greater targeting of related
commercial content.  On VoD, a tour operator may insert advertising exclusively on travel
programmes, thus focusing investments in the campaign to the greatest effect.  Moreover, the
message itself can be targeted to the type of viewer associated with the content in question.  So, for
example, Barilla will vary its message depending on whether the commercial is associated with
junior content (a target audience of children) or cultural content (mothers).

The greater effectiveness of advertising content, based on improved targeting of campaign content
and resources, permits a significant reduction in cost-per-contact and thus a wider accessibility of
the TV audience to companies that do not advertise on the free networks.

The television advertising market on VoD and interactive TV is also open to companies that tradi-
tionally were excluded from this market.

The user’s ability to (i) choose whether or not to view an advert, (ii) the pay-TV formula which makes
the viewer less amenable to marketing communication, and (iii) the absence of the push program-
ming typical of the broadcast networks, present two important challenges for successful advertising
on VoD and on interactive TV in general:

Figure 5
Italy’s first T-commerce trial
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Creativity – if the creative challenge for traditional commercial breaks is to maintain attention
level and stop the viewer switching channel, on VoD it must go much further and entice the
viewer to act, that is, to click and find out more.
Technology – the advertiser has to exploit the potential of technology (overlays, in-picture
video, interactive pages) to invent new advertising formats.

Conclusions
Rai Click has successfully provided a laboratory for the experimental interactive TV project,
obtaining recognition from the market and constantly expanding its user base throughout Italy (in the
case of the TV version, via the FastWeb network) and at international level (via the Web version).

Today, as the arrival of new TV operators heightens competitive pressures on the market, Rai Click
is ready to capitalize on the know-how and technological expertise built up over the last few years to
offer its product through other carriers (Italian and non-Italian DSL operators) and other devices
(such as UMTS phones).
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